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PRIVACY POLICY FOR ICAN-OPERATED WEBSITES 
 
I. WSTĘP INTRODUCTION 

1. The Controller of personal data collected above all on the ican.pl, ican.pl/sklep, mitsmr.pl, 
myican.ican.pl, login.ican.pl, digital.ican.pl, iba.ican.pl websites, as well as the other ICAN 
websites (subsequently: “the Website” or “the Websites”), meaning the entity which decides 
how your personal data will be used, is ICAN Spółka z ograniczoną odpowiedzialnością sp. k., 
limited liability partnership with its registered office on al. Niepodległości 18 in Warsaw (02-
653), registered in the entrepreneurs register by the District Court for the Capital City of 
Warsaw,  XII Commercial Division of the National Court Register (KRS) under number: 
0000263445, tax identification number (NIP): 5851072522, Register of National Economy 
number (REGON): 190477387 (subsequently: “the Controller” or “ICAN”. It is possible to 
contact the Controller on 22 250 11 44 or by e‑mail: infolinia@ican.pl.  
The Controller of data is responsible for the security of personal data provided and ensuring 
they are processed according to the law. 

2. The Controller has appointed a Data Protection Officer (subsequently: “DPO”) who may be 
contacted on matters pertaining to how personal data is processed and the rights of users 
according to the regulations on the protection of personal data, by  email: iod@ican.pl. 

3. Your personal data are processed in accordance with Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons 
with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, and 
repealing Directive 95/46/EC (subsequently: “GDPR”) and in accordance with other 
regulations on the protection of personal data currently in force. 

4. During a visit to an ICAN Website, the following data are collected: 
1) personal data which the user provides to the Website, 
2) data acquired and registered automatically. 

5. The purpose and range of personal data used by the Controller is precisely described in the 
following part of the privacy policy. 

II. COLLECTED DATA — BASIC INFORMATION 
1. The information below refers to all uses indicated in chapters III and IV which the Controller 

applies in regard to the personal data which you provide. 
2. The Controller processes the personal data: 

1) of users not logged in who are using the ICAN websites and services which do not 
require logging in (e.g. the contact form, registration form for events organised by 
ICAN, the choice of product or service available as part of a presented offer, access to 
information and content not requiring possession of a user account), 

2) of users logged in using ICAN websites, who have a free personal “myICAN” account. 
3. The Controller may use the personal data of a Website’s users to make decisions based solely 

on the automated processing of personal data, including profiling as understood in art. 22 of 
the GDPR. These decisions may result in users receiving additional benefits available within 
the offer presented on the ICAN website, access to additional content, an extension of the 
subscription period. 

4. While preserving all guarantees of data security, personal data processed by the Website may 
be delivered - besides to people authorised by the Controller - to other entities, including: 

1) entities authorised to receive them in accordance with the law, 
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2) entities processing them on behalf of the Controller, e.g. technical services suppliers, 
hosting services suppliers, analytical services suppliers, entities cooperating with ICAN 
in the delivery of quantitative research, consultancies, 

3) other data controllers when essential to the fulfilment of a contract, provision of 
services and legal requirements, e.g. electronic payment operators, companies 
providing courier services, notary public offices or legal offices, 

4) contractors implementing services for the Controller on the basis of signed 
agreements. 

5. The current list of ICAN’s partners is available under the registration form for given events—
under the form enabling the purchase of products or services, or under the form enabling the 
use of other services within the offer presented in ICAN websites. 

6. The Controller, when required for the correct fulfilment of the contract, may transfer data to 
countries outside the European Economic Area (subsequently: “the EEA”) which do not 
guarantee the appropriate level of protection. However, the Controller provides the guarantee 
that the data transfer is performed in a safe and monitored manner and is secured by 
appropriate contracts with its recipients which would fulfil the conditions defined in chapter V 
of the GDPR. The Controller may also transfer personal data to countries outside the EEA which 
the European Commission has confirmed guarantee the appropriate level of protection. 

7. The Controller declares that, in connection with processing personal data acquired by the 
Website, every person whom the data affects has the right to submit a request for: 

1) access to data (information about the processing of personal data or a copy of the 
data), 

2) the rectification of data (when they are incorrect), 
3) the erasure of personal data (the right to be forgotten), 
4) the restriction of processing personal data, 
5) right for data portability to another controller, 
6) right to object to processing of personal data (when the basis for processing is the 

legally justified interest of the Controller), 
7) the withdrawal of consent when the Controller processes personal data based on 

consent at any time and in any manner, without affecting lawfulness of processing 
which was executed on the basis of consent prior to its withdrawal — according to the 
principles laid out in the GDPR. 

8. Every person that is a data subject has the right to submit a complaint to the supervisory body 
(President of the Personal Data Protection Office, https://uodo.gov.pl/pl/83/155) if he or she 
feels that the personal data has not been processed in accordance with regulations. 

9. The Controller has acquired the data directly from the user. The Controller may also process: 
1) the data of other people transferred by an ICAN Website user while using the services 

described in this privacy policy (e.g. the personal data of co-workers essential for 
registration and participation in ICAN webinars, training and other events), 

2) personal data acquired from entities with whom the Controller cooperates on the basis 
of concluded agreements (e.g. employees’ work-related data provided for contact in 
order to implement the contract, data of employees participating in conferences or 
training, recipients of educational materials and subscriptions, and data of participants 
in research - when essential to conclude and perform a given contract), 
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3) personal data acquired from third entities cooperating with ICAN, including data made 
available to the Controller with your approval, 

4) data acquired from publicly available sources, e.g. from the National Court Register, 
the Database of Entrepreneurs, websites, social media websites. 

III. PERSONAL DATA TRANSFERRED BY THE USER 
III. A. EMAIL OR TELEPHONE CONTACT DETAILS 
1. The Controller processes personal data, in particular the contact telephone number or email 

address and other information which you provide when needed to deal with requests and deal 
with inquiries, including communication and responding to questions asked by the contact 
telephone number and email address available on the Website (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point 
f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”. In transferring to us, as part of the undertaken communication, 
information which represents particular data categories (e.g. health information), you thereby 
consent to their usage for the purpose of properly handling requests and dealing with inquiries, 
including replying (legal basis: art. 9 clause 2 point a GDPR) - “consent”. 

2. The Controller has the right to process personal data for the period required to implement the 
above mentioned purposes. Depending on the legal basis, this will be, respectively: 

1) the time required to deal with inquiries, including responding to questions sent or 
dealing with issues connected to those which the correspondence or conversation 
concern, 

2) until the user withdraws consent (including the withdrawal of consent to use particular 
categories of data). 

3. The withdrawal of consent may take place in particular by contacting the Controller or the DPO 
(by using the above mentioned contact details). The withdrawal of consent does not affect the 
legality of data used in the period when consent was granted. 

4. The provision of data is voluntary but is essential when answering questions or to correctly 
deal with a request or inquiry. Failure to provide personal data may result in the inability to 
respond or deal with an inquiry. 

III. B. (CONTACT, OFFER, REGISTRATION) FORMS 
1. The Controller may collect personal data, in particular the forename and surname, contact 

telephone number and email address and other data which you provide on the contact forms 
available on ICAN Websites and other forms which make it possible for you, for example to 
register for an event organised by ICAN, order a service (e.g. information about the opening of 
registrations for a conference), or to deliver a request to be contacted and presented with a 
personalised offer. 

2. The Controller processes your personal data sent via the forms available on ICAN Websites 
only when essential: 

1) in order to deal with requests, including communicating and replying to questions in the 
contact form (legal basis: art. 6 clause  1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”, 

2) to contact and prepare and present a personalised offer for ICAN products and services 
(legal basis: art 6 clause  1 point b GDPR) - “to take steps at the request of the data 
subject prior to entering into a contract”, 

3) to receive and deal with requests for participation in events organised by ICAN or 
requests regarding gaining access to products and services presented on ICAN websites 
(legal basis: art 6 clause  1 point b GDPR) - “to take steps at the request of the data 
subject prior to entering into a contract”. 
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3. In sending us, as part of communication, information which represents particular categories of 
data (e.g. health information), you thereby consent to their usage for the purpose of properly 
handling requests and dealing with inquiries, including replying (legal basis: art. 9 clause  2 
point a GDPR) - “consent”. 

4. The Controller has the right to process personal data for the period essential to implement the 
above mentioned purposes. Depending on the legal basis, this will be respectively: 

1) the time required to respond to inquiries sent by the user on the contact form, 
2) the time required to deal with requests and to implement a service, 
3) until the user withdraws consent (including the withdrawal of consent to use particular 

categories of data). 
5. The withdrawal of consent may take place by contacting the Controller or DPO (by the above 

mentioned contact data). The withdrawal of consent does not affect the legality of data used 
in the period when consent was granted. 

6. Providing data in the indicated forms available on ICAN Websites is voluntary but essential 
when responding to send questions, properly dealing with a request, preparing and presenting 
a personalised offer and accepting an order. The consequences of failing to provide personal 
data may be to make it impossible to reply, deal with an inquiry or present an offer. 

III. C. THE “myICAN” ACCOUNT 
1. The Controller processes your personal data in order to: 

1) conclude a contract to provide services by electronic means (in accordance with the 
act of 18 July 2022 on the provision of services by electronic means, consolidated text 
Dz.U.2020.344 , subsequently: “PSEM”) using the login.ican.pl Website, including 
registration and running a free personal user account (legal basis: art. 6 clause  1 point 
b GDPR) - “performance of a contract”, 

2) pursue claims arising from the contract (legal basis: art. 6 clause  1 point f GDPR) - 
“legitimate interests”. The deadlines for pursuing claims under the contract are 
defined in detail in the Civil Code, 

3) verify the quality of provided services in connection to concluded agreement, (legal 
basis: art. 6 clause  1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”, 

4) direct marketing (of the Controller's own products and services and those of its 
partners) including the personalisation of marketing content (legal basis: art. 6 clause  
1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”. 

2. The Controller may process the user’s personal data when they are used to provide a service 
by electronic means using the login.ican.pl Website when required to fulfil the contract, 
including registration and running a free personal user account, in particular: 

1) forename, 
2) surname, 
3) email address, 
4) IP address, 
5) and other data which the user has sent while using a service. 

3. The Controller has the right to process personal data for a period essential to implement the 
above mentioned purposes. Depending on the legal basis, this will be respectively: 

1) the time required to fulfil a contract, 
2) the time of performing legal requirements and in which the law requires the data to 

be stored, e.g. tax regulations, 
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3) the time beyond which the claims in the contract are time-barred, 
4) the time until the objection is raised. 

4. The provision of personal data is voluntary but necessary to conclude a contract, including 
registration and running a free user account. 

5. The regulations of the “myICAN” account are available at: https://ican.pl/regulamin-myican. 
III. D. IMPLEMENTING AN ORDER 
1. The Controller processes personal data for the following purposes: 

1) concluding a contract to provide services by electronic means (in accordance with the 
PSEM), including enabling the use of individual services and functionalities of the 
Website (legal basis: art 6 clause  1 point b GDPR) - “performance of a contract”, 

2) concluding and implementing a contract of sale and/or the provision of a service (legal 
basis: art 6 clause  1 point b GDPR) - “performance of a contract”, 

3) the performance of legal obligations incumbent on the Controller, e.g. financial 
settlements and accounting reports, including issuing and storing invoices and also 
responding to complaints (legal basis: art 6 clause 1 point c GDPR) - “legal obligation”, 

4) the investigation of claims under the contract (legal basis: art 6 clause  1 point f GDPR) 
- “legitimate interests”; the deadlines of an investigation of claims under the contract 
are defined in detail in the Civil Code, 

5) verify the quality of provided services in connection to concluded agreement, (legal 
basis: art. 6 clause  1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”, 

6) direct marketing (of the Controller's own products and services and those of its 
partners) including the personalisation of marketing content (legal basis: art. 6 clause  
1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”. 

2. The Controller may process the personal data of users of the Internet store where they are 
essential to conclude and implement the contract of sale and/or the provision of services, in 
particular: 

1) forename, 
2) surname, 
3) email address, 
4) telephone number, 
5) delivery address of the order, 
6) data for a VAT invoice, 
7) IP address. 

3. The Controller has the right to process personal data for the period essential to implement the 
above mentioned purposes. Depending on the legal basis, this will be respectively: 

1) the time required to fulfil a contract, 
2) the time of performing legal requirements and in which the law requires the data to 

be stored, e.g. tax regulations, 
3) the time beyond which the claims in the contract are time-barred, 
4) the time until the objection is raised. 

4. Providing data when the processing of personal data is performed for the purpose of 
concluding and performing a contract with the Controller is voluntary, but is required to 
conclude and perform the contract. The consequence of the failure to provide personal data 
will be the inability to conclude and perform the contract of sale and/or provision of services. 
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5. The regulations of purchases on the ICAN Internet store are available at: 
https://www.ican.pl/sklep/regulaminy. 

III. E. SUBSCRIPTION 
1. The Controller processes your data in order to: 

1) conclude a contract for the provision of services by electronic means (in accordance 
with the PSEM), including the order or purchase of a subscription to ICAN Business 
Insight and gaining online access to ICAN’s digital resources (legal basis: art. 6 clause  
1 point b GDPR) - “performance of a contract”, 

2) concluding and performing a contract to subscribe to ICAN Business Insight, including 
delivery of the print edition of the “ICAN Management Review” and “MIT Sloan 
Management Review Polska” magazines to your correspondence address (legal basis: 
art. 6 clause  1 point b GDPR) - “performance of a contract”, 

3) the performance of legal obligations incumbent on the Controller, e.g. financial 
settlements and accounting reports, including issuing and storing invoices and also 
responding to complaints (legal basis: art 6 clause  1 point c GDPR) - “legal obligation”, 

4) the investigation of claims under the contract (legal basis: art 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) 
- “legitimate interests”; the deadlines of an investigation of claims under the contract 
are defined in detail in the Civil Code, 

5) verify the quality of provided services in connection to concluded agreement, (legal 
basis: art. 6 clause  1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”, 

6) direct marketing (of the Controller's own products and services and those of its 
partners) including the personalisation of marketing content (legal basis: art. 6 clause 
1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”. 

2. The Controller may process the personal data of users which are essential to conclude and 
implement a contract, in particular: 

1) name, 
2) surname, 
3) email address, 
4) telephone number, 
5) IP address, 
6) and other data which the user has sent (e.g. position, company name, company 

address, tax identification number). 
3. The Controller has the right to process personal data for the period essential to implement the 

above mentioned purposes. Depending on the legal basis, this will be respectively: 
1) the time required to fulfil a contract, 
2) the time of performing legal requirements and in which the law requires the data to 

be stored, e.g. tax regulations, 
3) the time beyond which the claims in the contract are time-barred, 
4) the time until the objection is raised. 

4. The provision of data wherein the processing of personal data is used to conclude and perform 
a contract with the Controller is voluntary, but it is required when submitting an order and 
when concluding and performing a contract. The consequence of a failure to provide personal 
data will be the inability to conclude and perform a contract to subscribe to ICAN Business 
Insight. 
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5. The regulations on subscribing to ICAN Business Insight are available at: 
https://www.ican.pl/regulamin.  

III. F. CONFERENCES AND IN-PERSON TRAINING 
1. The Controller processes your personal data in order to: 

1) implement actions performed at your request before concluding a contract, i.e. before 
sending an online request (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point b GDPR) - “at the request 
of the data subject prior to entering into a contract”, 

2) conclude a contract to provide services by electronic means (in accordance with the 
PSEM), including receiving and servicing an online order for participation in an event 
organised by ICAN, i.e. a conference or training (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point b 
GDPR) - “performance of a contract”, 

3) conclude a contract for participation in an event organised by ICAN and its proper 
performance, i.e. the registration of participants, the organisation and holding of a 
meeting and the implementation of all actions connected with the organisation of the 
event, including communication on organisational matters, the possible preparation 
of ID cards and certificates confirming participation in the training (legal basis: art. 6 
clause 1 point b GDPR) - “performance of a contract”, 

4) perform the legal obligations incumbent on the Controller, e.g. financial settlements 
and accounting reports, including issuing and storing invoices and responding to 
complaints (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point c GDPR) - “legal obligation”, 

5) investigate claims under the contract (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - 
“legitimate interests”. The deadline of an investigation of claims under the contract 
are defined in detail in the Civil Code, 

6) verify the quality of provided services in connection to concluded agreement, (legal 
basis: art. 6 clause  1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”, 

7) maintain and develop business relations (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - 
“legitimate interests”, 

8) direct marketing (of the Controller's own products and services and those of its 
partners) including the personalisation of marketing content (legal basis: art. 6 clause 
1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”, 

9) document how training is proceeding and to preserve the image of participants and 
also to publish films and photographs on the basis consent granted separately by the 
participant in the training (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point a GDPR) - “consent”. 

2. The Controller may process the personal data of an event’s participant for purposes connected 
with the implementation of the contract, in particular: 

1) forename, 
2) surname, 
3) email address, 
4) telephone number, 
5) position, 
6) company name, 
7) company address, 
8) company’s tax identification number, 
9) IP address, 
10) and other data which an event’s participant has sent. 
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3. The Controller has the right to process personal data during a period required for the 
implementation of the above mentioned purposes. Depending on the legal basis, this will be 
respectively: 

1) the time required to fulfil a contract, 
2) the time of performing legal requirements and in which the law requires the data to 

be stored, e.g. tax regulations, 
3) the time beyond which the claims in the contract are time-barred, 
4) the time until the objection is raised, 
5) the time until consent is withdrawn. 

4. The withdrawal of consent may take place in particular by contacting the Controller or DPO 
(by using the above mentioned contact data). The withdrawal of consent does not affect the 
legality of data used in the period when consent was granted. 

5. The provision of the above mentioned personal data is voluntary but is required when 
submitting an order and concluding and performing a contract. The consequence of failing to 
provide personal data will be the inability to conclude and perform a contract, including 
participation in a conference or training. 

III. G. EVENTS ORGANISED ONLINE (WEBINARS, TRAINING, CONFERENCES) 
1. The Controller processes your personal data in order to: 

1) implement actions performed at your request before concluding a contract, i.e. before 
registering and sending a request to participate in an online event (legal basis: art. 6 
clause 1 point b GDPR) - “at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a 
contract”, 

2) conclude a contract to provide services by electronic means (in accordance with the 
PSEM), including registering and participating in an event organised online (legal basis: 
art. 6 clause 1 point b GDPR) - “performance of a contract”, 

3) perform the legal obligations incumbent on the Controller, e.g. financial settlements 
and accounting reports, including issuing and storing invoices and responding to 
complaints (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point c GDPR) - “legal obligation”, 

4) investigate claims under the contract (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - 
“legitimate interests”. The deadline of an investigation of claims under the contract 
are defined in detail in the Civil Code, 

5) verify the quality of provided services in connection to concluded agreement, (legal 
basis: art. 6 clause  1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”, 

6) maintain and develop business relations (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - 
“legitimate interests”, 

7) direct marketing (of the Controller's own products and services and those of its 
partners) including the personalisation of marketing content (legal basis: art. 6 clause 
1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”. 

2. The Controller may process the personal data of an online event’s participants for purposes 
connected with the implementation of the contract, in particular: 

1) forename, 
2) surname, 
3) email address, 
4) telephone number, 
5) position, 
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6) company name, 
7) company address, 
8) company’s tax identification number, 
9) IP address, 
10) and other data which an event’s participant has sent. 

3. The Controller has the right to process personal data during a period required for the 
implementation of the above mentioned purposes. Depending on the legal basis, this will be 
respectively: 

1) the time required to fulfil a contract, 
2) the time of performing legal requirements and in which the law requires the data to 

be stored, e.g. tax regulations, 
3) the time beyond which the claims in the contract are time-barred, 
4) the time until the objection is raised. 

4. The provision of the above mentioned personal data is voluntary but is required when 
submitting an order and concluding and performing a contract. The consequence of failing to 
provide personal data will be the inability to conclude and perform a contract, including 
participation in an online event. 

III. H. NEWSLETTER 
1. The Controller processes your personal data in order to: 

1) conclude a contract to provide services by electronic means (in accordance with the 
PSEM), including sending information as a free newsletter to an email address 
indicated by you (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point b GDPR) - “performance of a 
contract”, 

2) perform the legal obligations incumbent on the Controller, e.g. financial settlements 
and accounting reports (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point c GDPR) - “legal obligation”, 

3) investigate claims under the contract (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - 
“legitimate interests”. The deadline of an investigation of claims under the contract 
are defined in detail in the Civil Code. 

2.  The range of personal data processed by the Controller related to persons receiving the free 
newsletter includes above all your email address. 

3. The provision of the above mentioned personal data is voluntary but is required when 
concluding and performing a contract, including delivering the newsletter. The consequence 
of failing to provide personal data will be the inability to perform a contract, including 
delivering the content of the newsletter which you have selected. 

4. Withdrawal from the contract and resignation from the newsletter may take place in particular 
by written contact with the Controller (by the above mentioned contact data). 

III. I. MARKETING COMMUNICATION 
1. The Controller processes your personal data in order to: 

1) implement direct marketing, i.e. to send information about ICAN’s own products and 
services and those of the Controller's partners, by means of electronic communication 
(in particular email, telephone calls, text messages) (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f 
GDPR) - “legitimate interests”, 

2) personalise marketing content, i.e. to prepare and present an offer tailored to your 
preferences (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests” 

- taking into account the Telecommunications Act and the PSEM. 
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2. The provision of data with the purpose of receiving marketing communication via a chosen 
method of communication (i.e. an email address, telephone number) is voluntary but essential 
to receive commercial information. The consequence of failing to provide personal 
information will be the inability to receive marketing content. 

3. The Controller has the right to process personal data for the period required to implement the 
above mentioned purposes. Depending on the legal basis, this will be, respectively: 

1) the time until the objection is raised, 
2) the time until consent for communication via the chosen method of communication 

(email address, telephone number) is withdrawn. 
4. The withdrawal of consent may take place in particular by contacting the Controller or DPO 

(by the above mentioned contact data). The withdrawal of consent does not affect the legality 
of data used in the period when consent was granted. 

5. The Controller may also share your personal data with third entities cooperating with ICAN 
(ICAN’s partners) in order for those entities to implement their own marketing activity. Sharing 
data will be possible exclusively on the basis of your separate consent to process data for this 
purpose. The ICAN partner indicated in the content of the consent to share will thus become 
an independent controller of the personal data shared on this basis. 

III. J. MARKET AND OPINION RESEARCH 
1. The Controller may process your personal data with the purpose of conducting market and 

opinion research, including quantitative research (in the form of surveys and tests) and 
qualitative research (in the form of personal interviews) on the basis of separate consent to 
process data for this purpose (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point a GDPR) - “consent”. 

2. The provision of data required for market and opinion research conducted by ICAN is voluntary 
but is required for participation in the research. 

3. The Controller has the right to process personal data for the period required to implement the 
above mentioned purpose or until consent is withdrawn. 

4. The withdrawal of consent may take place in particular by contacting the Controller or DPO 
(by using the above mentioned contact data). The withdrawal of consent does not affect the 
legality of data used in the period when consent was granted. 

III. K. FACEBOOK FANPAGE 
1. ICAN is the Controller of the data of users of products and services offered by the company 

Meta Platforms Ireland Limited (formerly: Facebook Ireland Limited, address: 4 Grand Canal 
Square, Grand Canal Harbour, Dublin 2, Irlandia , subsequently: “Meta”), who visit the 
Controller's sites available at these addresses: 

a) https://www.facebook.com/ICANInstitute/,  
b) https://pl-pl.facebook.com/MITPolska/, 

(subsequently “the Fanpage”). As the Controller it is responsible for the security of personal 
data sent and the processing of them in accordance with the law. 

2. The Controller processes the personal data of users who, when using Meta’s products and 
services, visit the Fanpage. These data are processed: 

a) in connection with running the Fanpage, including the purpose of promoting one’s own 
brand (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”, 

b) in order to reply to questions asked on Messenger or other services offered by Meta 
(legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”; when particular 
categories of data (e.g. health information) are transferred by the user, he or she 
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declares consent for their usage for the purpose of properly dealing with the request 
and responding to an inquiry, 
including communication and replying (legal basis: art. 9 clause 2 point a GDPR) - 
“consent”. 

3. The Controller has the right to process: 
a) publicly available personal data (such as a username, profile picture, activity status on 

Facebook or Messenger), the content of comments and other information made publicly 
available by a user of the products and services of Meta, 

b) personal data which the user visiting the Fanpage provides, including the collected 
information available in the user’s profile and other content of comments, messages 
and announcements (e.g. photographs, contact details, place of residence, information 
about interests or personal beliefs), 

c) other personal data sent by the user in the content of messages via Messenger or other 
services of Meta (including contact data and health data) for the purpose of responding 
to a sent inquiry or to handle a request for contact. 

4. The range of personal data processed, the particular purposes and rights and obligations of a 
user of the products and services of Meta are drawn directly from the regulations of the 
products of Meta (the document is available at: https://www.facebook.com/legal/terms) and 
the “Privacy Policy” (the document is available at: https://www.facebook.com/policy) or the 
legal regulations, and they are clarified as a results of actions taken by the user on the 
Facebook social media website. 

5. The Controller has the right to process personal data for the period required to implement the 
above mentioned purposes. Depending on the legal basis, this will be respectively: 

a) the time until the objection is raised (or until the Facebook user account is deleted), 
b) the time until the withdrawal of consent (or until the Facebook user account is deleted). 

The withdrawal of consent does not affect the legality of data processing in the period 
when consent was granted, 

c) the period required to respond to an inquiry sent by a user via Messenger or other 
services of Meta. 

6. The catalogue of recipients of personal data processed by the Controller results above all from 
the range of Meta’s products which the user uses, but also from the user’s consent or legal 
regulations. While maintaining all guarantees of data security, the Controller may transfer the 
personal data of a user visiting the Fanpage - besides to persons authorised by the data 
Controller - to other entities, including entities processing data on behalf of the Controller, e.g. 
providers of technical services and consultancies (including legal offices) and contractors 
implementing services on behalf of the Controller on the basis of concluded contracts. 

7. The Administrator will not transfer the personal data of users of products and services of Meta 
to countries outside the EEG (to countries other than European Union countries and Iceland, 
Norway and Liechtenstein). 

8. The Controller may process the personal data of users of the products and services of Meta 
who visit the Fanpage, with the purpose of analysing how the user uses the Controller's page 
and the content linked with it (using statistics) - when the Fanpage and content linked with it 
which are used by the user causes the creation of an event for the page’s statistics which is 
linked to processing personal data (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate 
interests”. 
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9. In the case of personal data processed in order to use statistics concerning a user’s activity 
undertaken on the Fanpage (including stopping observing the page, recommending the page 
in a post or comment, liking a page or post, annulling a like), ICAN and Meta Platforms Ireland 
Limited are the joint controllers of the users’ personal data. The types of data and the range 
of their processing and the principles of protecting the privacy and rights of users have been 
defined in detail: 

a) in this document, 
b) in the “Privacy Policy” document published at: https://www.facebook.com/policy. 

10. Responsibility for informing users of the products and services of Meta about the processing 
of data for purposes of page statistics and to enable them to implement their rights in 
accordance with the GDPR is borne by Meta (information about the data used to create page 
statistics have been published at: 
https://www.facebook.com/legal/terms/information_about_page_insights _data). 

11. Meta’s data protection officer may be contacted via a form published at:  
https://www.facebook.com/help/contact/540977946302970.  

III. L. COMPANY PAGE ON LINKEDIN 
1. ICAN is the Controller of the personal data of users of the products and services offered by 

LinkedIn Ireland Unlimited Company, address: Wilton Place,  
Dublin 2, Irlandia (subsequently: „LinkedIn”) who visit the Controller's pages available at: 

a) https://pl.linkedin.com/in/drwitoldjankowski,  
b) https://pl.linkedin.com/in/andrzejjacaszek, 
c) https://www.linkedin.com/school/15249514/admin, 
d) https://www.linkedin.com/company/2639492/admin, 
e) https://www.linkedin.com/company/19016273/admin/  

(subsequently: the Company Page”). As the Controller it is responsible for the security of sent 
personal data and their processing in accordance with the law. 

2. The Controller processes the personal data of users who, when using the products and services 
of LinkedIn, visit the Company Page. These data are processed: 
a) in connection with running the Company Page, including to promote one’s own brand 

(legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”, 
b) for the purpose of replying to questions asked via services offered by LinkedIn (legal basis: 

art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”; when data of particular categories 
(e.g. health information) is sent by the user, he or she declares consent for them to be 
used to correctly deal with a request and an inquiry, including communication and 
replying (legal basis: art. 9 clause 2 point a GDPR) - “consent”. 

3. The Controller has the right to process: 
a) publicly available personal data (such as a username, profile picture, activity status on 

LinkedIn), the content of comments and other information made publicly available by a 
user of the products and services of LinkedIn, 

b) personal data which the user visiting the Company Page provides, including the collected 
information available in the user’s profile and other content, comments, messages and 
announcements (e.g. photographs, contact details, workplace, place of residence, 
information about interests or personal beliefs), 
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c) other personal data sent by the user in the content of messages via LinkedIn (including 
contact data and health data) for the purpose of responding to a sent inquiry or to handle 
a request for contact. 

4. The range of processing personal data, the particular purposes and rights and obligations of a 
user of the services on LinkedIn are drawn directly from: 
a) the LinkedIn regulations (the document is available on the LinkedIn page at: 

https://pl.linkedin.com/legal/user-agreement) and 
b) the “Privacy Policy” (the document is available on the LinkedIn page at: 

https://pl.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy) or 
c) legal regulations 

- and they are clarified as a result of actions taken by the user on the LinkedIn social media 
website. 

5. The Controller has the right to process personal data for the period required to implement the 
above mentioned purposes. Depending on the legal basis, this will be respectively: 
a) the time until the objection is raised (or until the LinkedIn user account is deleted), 
b) the time until the withdrawal of consent (or until the LinkedIn user account is deleted). 

The withdrawal of consent does not affect the legality of data processing in the period 
when consent was granted     , 

c)  the period required to respond to an inquiry sent by a user via the services of LinkedIn. 
6. The catalogue of recipients of personal data processed by the Controller results above all from 

the range of LinkedIn’s products which the user uses, but also from the user’s consent or legal 
regulations. While maintaining all guarantees of data security, the Controller may transfer the 
personal data of a user visiting the Company Page - besides to persons authorised by the data 
Controller - to other entities, including entities processing data on behalf of the Controller, e.g. 
providers of technical services and consultancies (including legal offices) and contractors 
implementing services on behalf of the Controller on the basis of concluded contracts. 

7. The Controller will not transfer the personal data of users of products and services of LinkedIn 
to countries outside the EEG (to countries other than European Union countries and Iceland, 
Norway and Liechtenstein). 

8. The Controller may process the personal data of users of the products and services of LinkedIn 
who visit the Company Page, with the purpose of analysing how the user uses the Controller's 
page and the content linked with it (using statistics) - when the Company Page and content 
linked with it which are used by the user causes the creation of an event for the page’s statistics 
which is linked to processing personal data (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - 
“legitimate interests”. 

9. In the case of personal data processed in order to use statistics concerning a user’s activity 
undertaken on the Company Page (including stopping observing the page, recommending the 
page in a post or comment), ICAN and LinkedIn are the joint controllers of the users’ personal 
data. The types of data and the range of their processing and the principles of protecting the 
privacy and rights of users have been defined in detail: 
a) in this document, 
b) in the “Privacy Policy” document published on the LinkedIn page at: 

https://pl.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy,  
c) in the “Page Insights Joint Controller Addendum” document published on the LinkedIn 

page at: https://legal.linkedin.com/pages-joint-controller-addendum. 
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10. Responsibility for informing users of the products and services of LinkedIn about the 
processing of data for purposes of page statistics and to enable them to implement their rights 
in accordance with the GDPR is borne by LinkedIn (information about the data used to create 
page statistics have been published on the LinkedIn page at: 
https://pl.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy). 

11. LinkedIn’s data protection officer may be contacted via a form published on the LinkedIn page 
at: https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/ask/TSO-DPO. 

III. M. COMPANY CHANNEL ON YOUTUBE 
1. ICAN is the Controller of the data of users of products and services offered by Google Ireland 

Limited (address: Gordon House, Barrow Street, Dublin, D04 E5W5, Dublin, Ireland, 
subsequently: “Google”) as part of YouTube, who visit the Controller's page available at this 
address https://www.youtube.com/c/ICANInstitute1 (subsequently: “the Company 
Channel”). As the Controller it is responsible for the security of personal data sent and the 
processing of them in accordance with the law. 

2. The Controller processes the personal data of users who, when using YouTube’s products and 
services, visit the Company Page. These data are processed: 
a) in connection with running the Company Channel, including the purpose of promoting 

one’s own brand (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”, 
b) in order to reply to questions asked via YouTube or other services offered by Google (legal 

basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”; when particular categories of 
data (e.g. health information) are transferred by the user, he or she declares consent for 
their usage for the purpose of properly dealing with the request and responding to an 
inquiry, including communication and replying (legal basis: art. 9 clause 2 point a GDPR) - 
“consent”. 

3. The Controller has the right to process: 
a) publicly available personal data (such as a username, profile picture, activity status on 

YouTube), the content of comments and other information made publicly available by a 
user of the products and services of YouTube, 

b) personal data which the user visiting the Company Channel provides, including the 
collected information available in the user’s profile and other content, comments, 
messages and announcements (e.g. photographs, contact details, place of residence, 
information about interests or personal beliefs, etc.), 

c) other personal data sent by the user in the content of messages via YouTube or other 
services of Google (including contact data and health data etc.) for the purpose of 
responding to a sent inquiry or to handle a request for contact. 

4. The range of personal data processed, the particular purposes and rights and obligations of a 
user of the products and services of YouTube are drawn directly from: 
a) the YouTube regulations (the document is available on the YouTube page at: 

https://www.youtube.com/intl/pl/about/policies/#community-guidelines) and 
b) the “Privacy Policy - Privacy & Terms” (the document is available on the Google page at: 

https://policies.google.com/privacy) or 
c) legal regulations 

- and they are clarified as a result of actions taken by the user on YouTube. 
5. The Controller has the right to process personal data for the period required to implement the 

above mentioned purposes. Depending on the legal basis, this will be respectively: 
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a) the time until the objection is raised (or until the YouTube user account is deleted), 
b) the time until the withdrawal of consent (or until the YouTube user account is deleted). 

The withdrawal of consent does not affect the legality of data processing in the period 
when consent was granted, 

c) the period required to respond to an inquiry sent by a user via YouTube or the other 
services of Google. 

6. The catalogue of recipients of personal data processed by the Controller results above all from 
the range of YouTube’s products which the user uses, but also from the user’s consent or legal 
regulations. While maintaining all guarantees of data security, the Controller may transfer the 
personal data of a user visiting the Company Channel - besides to persons authorised by the 
data Controller - to other entities, including entities processing data on behalf of the 
Controller, e.g. providers of technical services and consultancies (including legal offices) and 
contractors implementing services on behalf of the Controller on the basis of concluded 
contracts. 

7. The Controller will not transfer the personal data of users of products and services of YouTube 
to countries outside the EEG (to countries other than European Union countries and Iceland, 
Norway and Liechtenstein). 

8. The Controller may process the personal data of users of the products and services of YouTube 
who visit the Company Channel, with the purpose of analysing how the user uses the 
Controller's page and the content linked with it (using statistics) - when the Company Channel 
and content linked with it which are used by the user causes the creation of an event for the 
page’s statistics which is linked to processing personal data (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f 
GDPR) - “legitimate interests”. 

9. In the case of personal data processed in order to use statistics concerning a user’s activity 
undertaken on the Company Channel (including observing or stopping observing the Company 
Channel, recommending the Company Channel in a post or comment, liking a video, annulling 
a like), ICAN and Google are separate controllers of the users’ personal data. The types of data 
and the range of their processing and the principles of protecting the privacy and rights of 
users have been defined in detail: 
a) in this document, 
b) in the “Privacy Policy - Privacy & Terms” document published on the Google page at: 

https://policies.google.com/privacy. 
10. Responsibility for informing users of the products and services of YouTube about the 

processing of data for purposes of page statistics and to enable them to implement their rights 
in accordance with the GDPR is borne by Google (information about the data used to create 
page statistics have been published at: https://policies.google.com/privacy). 

11. Google’s data protection officer may be contacted at this email address: data-protection-
office@google.com. 

III. N. BUSINESS ACCOUNT ON TWITTER 
1. ICAN is the Controller of the personal data of users of the products and services offered by 

Twitter International Company (One Cumberland Place, Fenian Street, Dublin 2, D02 AX07 
Ireland, subsequently: “Twitter”) who visit the Controller's pages available at: 

a) https://twitter.com/MitPolska, 
b) https://twitter.com/ICAN_Institute_ 
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(subsequently: “the Business Account”. As the Controller it is responsible for the security of 
sent personal data and their processing in accordance with the law.  

2. The Controller processes the personal data of users who, when using the products and services 
of Twitter, visit the Business Account. These data are processed: 
a) in connection with running the Business Account, including to promote one’s own brand 

(legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”. 
b) for the purpose of replying to questions asked via services offered by Twitter (legal basis: 

art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”; when data of particular categories 
(e.g. health information) is sent by the user, he or she declares consent for them to be 
used to correctly deal with a request and an inquiry, including communication and 
replying (legal basis: art. 9 clause 2 point a GDPR) - “consent”. 

3. The Controller has the right to process: 
a) publicly available personal data (such as a username, profile picture, activity status on 

Twitter), the content of comments and other information made publicly available by a 
user of the products and services of Twitter, 

b) personal data which the user visiting the Business Account Page provides, including the 
collected information available in the user’s profile and other content, comments, 
messages and announcements (e.g. photographs, contact details, information about 
interests or personal beliefs), 

c) other personal data sent by the user in the content of messages via Twitter (including 
contact data and health data) for the purpose of responding to a sent inquiry or to handle 
a request for contact. 

4. The range of processing personal data, the particular purposes and rights and obligations of a 
user of the services on Twitter are drawn directly from: 
a) Twitter’s regulations (the document is available on Twitter’s page at: 

https://help.twitter.com/pl/rules-and-policies/twitter-rules) and 
b) the “Twitter Privacy Policy” (the document is available on Twitter’s page at: 

https://twitter.com/en/privacy) or 
c) legal regulations 

- and they are clarified as a result of actions taken by the user on the Twitter social media 
website. 

5. The Controller has the right to process personal data for the period required to implement the 
above mentioned purposes. Depending on the legal basis, this will be respectively: 
a) the time until the objection is raised (or until the Twitter user account is deleted), 
b) the time until the withdrawal of consent (or until the Twitter user account is deleted). The 

withdrawal of consent does not affect the legality of data processing in the period when 
consent was granted, 

c) the period required to respond to an inquiry sent by a user via the services of Twitter. 
6. The catalogue of recipients of personal data processed by the Controller results above all from 

the range of Twitter products which the user uses, but also from the user’s consent or legal 
regulations. While maintaining all guarantees of data security, the Controller may transfer the 
personal data of a user visiting the Business Account - besides to persons authorised by the 
data Controller - to other entities, including entities processing data on behalf of the 
Controller, e.g. providers of technical services and consultancies (including legal offices) and 
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contractors implementing services on behalf of the Controller on the basis of concluded 
contracts. 

7. The Controller will not transfer the personal data of users of products and services of Twitter 
to countries outside the EEG (to countries other than European Union countries and Iceland, 
Norway and Liechtenstein). 

8. The Controller may process the personal data of users of the products and services of Twitter 
who visit the Business Account, with the purpose of analysing how the user uses the 
Controller's page and the content linked with it (using statistics) - when the Business Account 
and content linked with it which are used by the user causes the creation of an event for the 
page’s statistics which is linked to processing personal data (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f 
GDPR) - “legitimate interests”. 

9. In the case of personal data processed in order to use statistics concerning a user’s activity 
undertaken on the Business Account (including observing or stopping observing the Business 
Account, recommending the Business Account), ICAN and Twitter are separate controllers of 
the users’ personal data. The types of data and the range of their processing and the principles 
of protecting the privacy and rights of users have been defined in detail: 
a) in this document, 
b) in the “Twitter Privacy Policy” document published on Twitter’s page at: 

https://twitter.com/en/privacy, 
c) In the “Twitter Controller-to-Controller Data Protection Addendum” document published 

on Twitter’s page at: 
https://gdpr.twitter.com/en/controller-to-controller-transfers.html. 

10. Responsibility for informing users of the products and services of Twitter about the processing 
of data for purposes of page statistics and to enable them to implement their rights in 
accordance with the GDPR is borne by Twitter (information about the data used to create page 
statistics have been published at: https://twitter.com/en/privacy). 

11. Twitter’s data protection officer may be contacted at this email address: dpo@twitter.com. 
III. O. BUSINESS PROFILE ON INSTAGRAM 
1. ICAN is the Controller of the personal data of users of the products and services offered by 

Meta as part of Instagram, who visit the Controller's pages available at 
https://www.instagram.com/ican_institute/ (subsequently “the Business Profile”). As the 
Controller it is responsible for the security of sent personal data and their processing in 
accordance with the law. 

2. The Controller processes the personal data of users who, when using Meta’s products and 
services, visit the Business Profile. These data are processed: 
a) in connection with running the Business Profile, including the purpose of promoting one’s 

own brand (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”, 
b) in order to reply to questions asked via Instagram or other services offered by Meta (legal 

basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”; when particular categories of 
data (e.g. health information) are transferred by the user, he or she declares consent for 
their usage for the purpose of properly dealing with the request and responding to an 
inquiry, including communication and replying (legal basis: art. 9 clause 2 point a GDPR) - 
“consent”. 

3. The Controller has the right to process: 
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a) publicly available personal data (such as a username, profile picture, activity status on 
Instagram), the content of comments and other information made publicly available by a 
user of the products and services of Meta as part of Instagram, 

b) personal data which the user visiting the Business Profile provides, including the collected 
information available in the user’s profile and other content of comments, messages and 
announcements (e.g. photographs, contact details, place of residence, information about 
interests or personal beliefs, etc.), 

c) other personal data sent by the user in the content of messages via Messenger or other 
services of Meta (including contact data and health data) for the purpose of responding 
to a sent inquiry or to handle a request for contact. 

4. The range of personal data processed, the particular purposes and rights and obligations of a 
user of the products and services of Instagram are drawn directly from: 
a) Instagram’s Terms of Use (the document is available at: 

https://help.instagram.com/581066165581870) and 
b)      “The Privacy Policy” of Instagram Data (the document is available at: 

https://privacycenter.instagram.com) or 
c) legal regulations 

 - and they are clarified as a result of actions taken by the user on the Instagram social media 
website. 

5. The Controller has the right to process personal data for the period required to implement the 
above mentioned purposes. Depending on the legal basis, this will be respectively: 
a) the time until the objection is raised (or until the Instagram user account is deleted), 
b) the time until the withdrawal of consent (or until the Instagram user account is deleted). 

The withdrawal of consent does not affect the legality of data processing in the period 
when consent was granted, 

c) the period required to respond to an inquiry sent by a user via Instagram or other services 
of Meta. 

6. The catalogue of recipients of personal data processed by the Controller results above all from 
the range of products and services which the Instagram user uses, but also from the user’s 
consent or legal regulations. While maintaining all guarantees of data security, the Controller 
may transfer the personal data of a user visiting the Business Profile - besides to persons 
authorised by the Controller - to other entities, including entities processing data on behalf of 
the Controller, e.g. providers of technical services and consultancies (including legal offices) 
and contractors implementing services on behalf of the Controller on the basis of concluded 
contracts. 

7. The Controller will not transfer the personal data of users of products and services of Meta to 
countries outside the EEG (to countries other than European Union countries and Iceland, 
Norway and Liechtenstein). 

8. The Controller may process the personal data of users of the products and services of Meta 
who visit the Business Profile, with the purpose of analysing how the user uses the Controller's 
page and the content linked with it (using statistics) - when the Business Profile and content 
linked with it which are used by the user causes the creation of an event for the page’s statistics 
which is linked to processing personal data (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - 
“legitimate interests”. 
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9. In the case of personal data processed in order to use statistics concerning a user’s activity 
undertaken on the Business Profile (including observing or stopping observing the Business 
Profile, recommending the Business Profile in a post or comment, liking the Business Profile or 
a post, annulling a like), ICAN and Meta are the joint controllers of the users’ personal data. 
The types of data and the range of their processing and the principles of protecting the privacy 
and rights of users have been defined in detail: 
a) in this document, 
b) in the “Privacy Policy” document published at: 

https://privacycenter.instagram.com/policy, 
c) In the “Information about Page Insights”, published at: 

https://www.facebook.com/legal/terms/page_controller_addendum. 
Responsibility for informing users of the products and services of Meta about the processing 
of data for purposes of page statistics and to enable them to implement their rights in 
accordance with the GDPR is borne by Meta (information about the data used to create page 
statistics have been published at:  
https://www.facebook.com/legal/terms/information_about_page_insights _data). 

10. Meta’s data protection officer may be contacted via a form published at:  
https://www.facebook.com/help/contact/540977946302970. 

IV. AUTOMATICALLY COLLECTED DATA 
1. Use of the ICAN Website (in particular: ican.pl, ican.pl/sklep, mitsmr.pl, myican.ican.pl, 

login.ican.pl, digital.ican.pl, iba.ican.pl) involves sending inquiries to the server which are 
automatically recorded in event logs. 

2. Data concerning user sessions are recorded in the event logs. In particular these are: the IP 
address, type and name of device, the date and time of visiting the Website, the address of the 
page visited, information about the web browser and the operating system. 

3. Data recorded in the event logs are not associated with specific persons. 
4. Access to the contents of the event logs is held solely by persons authorised by the Controller. 
5. A chronological record of the information about events represents material of a solely auxiliary 

nature, used for administrative purposes. The analysis of the event logs in particular enables 
the discovery of threats, ensuring the appropriate security of the Website and using statistics 
in order to improve knowledge about how users use the Website. 

6. Data concerning user sessions are used in order to diagnose problems related to the 
functioning of the Website and to analyse possible security breaches, to manage the Website 
and in order to use statistics (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”. 

7. ICAN Websites use cookies and similar technologies for their actions. Further information on 
this matter is available in the “Rules for the use of cookies” of a given Website. 

V. FINAL PROVISIONS 
1. This privacy policy is informative and concerns the ICAN-operated Websites, in particular: 

ican.pl, ican.pl/sklep, mitsmr.pl, myican.ican.pl, login.ican.pl, digital.ican.pl, iba.ican.pl. 
2. The Websites contain links to other internet pages, in particular to ICAN’s partners, clients, 

service providers, advertisers and other entities which cooperate with the Controller. The 
Controller recommends all users who visit other pages to familiarise themselves with the 
privacy policies in force there. 

3. The Controller reserves the right to introduce changes to the privacy policy in force in particular 
in the case of: 
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1) a technological development, 
2) changes in the legal regulations generally in force, including concerning  personal data 

protection or information security, 
3) the development of the Website, including the launch of new functionality. 

4. The Controller will inform users about relevant changes to the privacy policy in particular by 
posting a message on a given Website and sending an email to persons with an active user 
account. 

5. This “Privacy Policy” is applicable from 14th November 2022. 
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RULES FOR THE USE OF COOKIES 
 
I. GENERAL INFORMATION  

1. ICAN Spółka z ograniczoną odpowiedzialnością sp.k., limited liability partnership with its 
registered office on al. Niepodległości 18 in Warsaw (subsequently: “the Controller”), pursuant 
to articles 173-174 of the 16 July 2004 Telecommunications Act, declares that websites 
operated by ICAN (in particular ican.pl, ican.pl/sklep, mitsmr.pl, myican.ican.pl, login.ican.pl, 
digital.ican.pl, iba.ican.pl) use cookies and other similar internet technologies (such as Web 
Storage). 

2. Cookies and other internet technologies are used to collect solely anonymous statistical data 
about users. Information gathered using the mentioned technologies are not assigned to a 
specific person and do not facilitate his or her identification. 

3. Placing and using cookies and other internet technologies is not harmful for the user’s device 
(i.e. computer, telephone or tablet), it does not cause any changes in either the device’s 
configuration or to the installed software and applications. 

4. The Website’s purpose in using the above mentioned technologies is: 
1) to customise the content of the Website’s internet pages to the user’s preferences and 

to optimise the use of internet pages; in particular, cookies enable the recognition of 
the user’s device and display the internet page appropriately customised to his or her 
individual needs, 

2) to maintain the user’s Website (after logging in), which means the user does not have 
to repeatedly enter his or her username and password on each subpage, 

3) to create analyses, reports and statistics concerning how users use the Website’s pages, 
which enables the improvement of their structure and content, 

4) to monitor the quality of traffic provided by ICAN partners with the aim of verifying that 
the use of analytical advertising cookies is compliant with the legal regulations in force, 

5) to present advertisements, including on the basis of the preferences of the Website’s 
user. 

II. COOKIES AND OTHER TECHNOLOGIES 
1. While using the website, small text files are placed on the user’s device. By default these files 

contain the following information: 
1) the name of the Website which sent the cookie, 
2) a unique generated number, 
3) the storage time of the file. 

2. These files may be divided according to their origin and the time they are stored on a user’s 
device. The Website uses the following types of files: 

1) According to the origin: 
a) so-called first-party cookies - these come from the Website; a name indicating the 

Controller's domain is recorded in the file, 
b) so-called third-party cookies - these are placed, via the Website, by external 

entities whose services are used by the Controller (e.g. Google Ireland Limited, 
Meta Platforms Ireland Limited, LinkedIn Ireland Unlimited Company). 

2) According to the time which the cookies will be placed on the user’s device: 
a) session cookies, which are created each time the Website is entered and which 

are deleted when the browser window is closed, 
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b) persistent cookies are stored in the user’s terminal for a time defined in the 
cookies parameters or until they are deleted by the person visiting the Website. 

3. The following types of cookies are applied on the Website:  
1) essential cookies - these enable the correct page display and the use of the basic 

functions and services available on the Website. They are also used to ensure security 
(they are used, e.g. to discover abuse regarding authentication within the Website).  
Their usage does not require the user’s consent and they may not be disabled in 
cookies settings; (legal basis: art. 6 clause 1 point f GDPR) - “legitimate interests”, 

2) functional cookies - these enable user preferences to be remembered and adapt the 
page do settings chosen by the user. They may be disabled but this may lead to certain 
services or a part of the website being unable to function properly (legal basis: art. 6 
clause 1 point a GDPR) - “consent”, 

3) advertising cookies (including social media files) - these enable the presentation of 
information tailed to the users’ preferences (based on the browsing history and actions 
undertaken by the user, advertisements are shown on our Website and on the 
websites of third pages, including social media websites). They also make it possible to 
measure the effectiveness of an advertising campaign by ICAN and our partners; (legal 
basis: art. 6 clause 1 point a GDPR) - “consent”, 

4) analytic cookies - these are used to measure and analyse the viewing figures of a given 
page (they allow us to measure, e.g. the number of visits, impressions, the average 
amount of time spent on a page, to collect information on the sources of traffic). This 
kind of file means we know how users are using the Website, which pages are most 
popular and how we can improve the functioning of our Website; (legal basis: art. 6 
clause 1 point a GDPR) - “consent”. 

4. The Controller declares that cookies may be placed and used by third entities (e.g. ICAN’s 
partners, clients, service providers, advertisers or other entities cooperating with the 
Controller). The cookies of external companies are placed on a user’s device in particular: 

1) to protect from spam and ensure the security of the system,  
2) to enable the use of the services and technologies of external entities (e.g. YouTube 

videos) placed on the Website, 
3) to research the activity of anonymous users and to generate statistics on this basis (e.g. 

by using Google Analytics), which improve knowledge of how a given Website is being 
used, 

4) in order to implement ICAN’s own marketing goals, 
5) in order to implement the marketing goals of entities cooperating with ICAN, 

5. The Controller also takes advantage of the capabilities of web browsers, which store 
information in their memory, including the following technologies enabling the storage of 
data: 

1) IndexedDB - data are stored as objects here, access to which is limited exclusively to the 
appropriate sources of data - the domain or subdomain from which they were recorded, 

2) a data warehouse equivalent to cookies but with much greater data storage. Data stored 
in the Session Storage warehouse are deleted when the browser window is closed, 

3) Local Storage - a data warehouse in which information is recorded and stored 
permanently in the user’s web browser until deleted. 

IV. EXTERNAL ENTITIES 
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1. The Website contains buttons, tools or content which directs the user to the services and 
internet pages of third entities, including ICAN’s partners, clients, advertisers, service providers 
(e.g. eRecruitment Solutions sp. z o.o. Google LLC, Meta Platforms Ireland Limited, LinkedIn 
Ireland Unlimited Company) and other entities cooperating with the Controller. Using these 
applications may entail sending information to the mentioned external entities via the use of 
cookies and similar technologies. The Controller recommends the familiarise him- or herself with 
the cookies policy in force there when moving to another internet page. 

V. HOW TO PROCEED WITH COOKIES AND OTHER TECHNOLOGIES 
1. The Website user may choose which cookies are used by ICAN and third entities (in particular 

analytics and advertising cookies). Changing the cookies setting may worsen the quality of use 
of services or make it impossible to use certain services and functionalities of the Website (e.g. 
disabling cookies essential for the proper functioning of the Website, saving user preferences 
settings or saving login data). 

2. The user may manage his or her preferences and at any time withdraw consent to place and 
store (in the device he or she is using) cookies which are not essential for the proper functioning 
of the Website and use of the available functionality (in particular advertising and analytics 
cookies) by changing settings using the tools available in each Website of the Controller (it is 
necessary to use the “Settings” option), and this does not affect the legality of the process of 
processing data in the period when consent was granted. 

3. The user may at any time change the cookies settings in his or her browser and disable their use. 
If the user fails to change the default browser settings concerning files which collect data, then 
these files will be placed on the terminal and will be used in accordance with the rules defined 
by the provider of the web browser. 

4. Information on how cookies are managed in the individual web browsers - in particular 
instructions on blocking the receipt of cookies - may be found on pages dedicated to the 
individual browsers: 

1) Chrome: https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=pl  
2) Firefox: https://support.mozilla.org/pl/kb/ciasteczka 
3) Internet Explorer: https://support.microsoft.com/pl-pl/windows/usuwanie-

plik%C3%B3w-cookie-i-zarz%C4%85dzanie-nimi-168dab11-0753-043d-7c16-
ede5947fc64d 

4) Microsoft Edge: https://support.microsoft.com/pl-pl/windows/program-microsoft-
edge-i-przegl%C4%85danie-danych-a-prywatno%C5%9B%C4%87-bb8174ba-9d73-dcf2-
9b4a-c582b4e640dd 

5) Opera: https://help.opera.com/pl/latest/web-preferences/#cookies 
6) Safari: https://support.apple.com/pl-pl/HT201265 

5. Users who have familiarised themselves with the information available on the Controller's 
Website and who do not want cookies and other technologies to be stored in their web browser 
should delete them from their browser upon completion of their visit to the Website. 

 


